Dickens' A Christmas Carol

Charles Dickens                poverty                    Ghost of Christmas Past
Ebenezer Scrooge               spirits                     Ghost of Christmas Present
selfish                        frighten                    Ghost of Christmas Yet to Come
miser                          generosity                   
Bah! Humbug!                   England                     
Jacob Marley                   gifts                       
Bob Cratchit                   greed                       
Tiny Tim

To find the answer to the trivia question, look for a word or phrase that is hidden in the puzzle, but not in the word list

Trivia 1:  In what year was Dicken's novella, A Christmas Carol, first published?

Trivia 2:  In the story, Scrooge lost the true love of his life because of his greed and love for money. What was the first name of his "true love"?

Answer 1: ___________________________  Answer 2: ___________________________
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